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E.D. LEWIS

WORD AND ACT IN THE CURING RITUALS OF
THE ATA TANA 'AI OF FLORES*

I. The Etiology of Illness
The people of Tana Wai Brama1, one of the seven ceremonial domains
which make up the Tana 'Ai region of Kabupaten Sikka in eastern Flores,
say that all things derive from their origins. The origins of the world, plants,
animals, people, clans, and the domain itself are recorded in the mythic
histories of the domain. On ceremonial occasions, ritual specialists recount
in ritual language the mythic histories of the domain and thereby both
affirm the world as it is and legitimate it as it is continually becoming. As
with material things and the social arrangements of the domain, so, too,
do events and States of affairs have their origins. The events which shape
the configurations of things and persons in the world occur in sequences
in which the Ata Tana 'Ai ('people of Tana 'Ai') perceive a necessary order.
That order is called sejara, 'history'. Both intentional acts and accident
contribute to the creation of history (see Lewis 1989). The intentional acts
of persons in accord with hadat confirm the basic patterns which govern
the world and its processes.

Hadat'is the largely unarticulated organon of tradition, mores, etiquette,
and proper relations, all of which accord with the cosmology of the people
of Tana Wai Brama, that guides and legitimates relations of individuals to
others, groups to groups, and human beings to the world of nature, ances-
tors, spirits, and the deity. However, not all human acts, whether intentional
or unintentional, are in accord with hadat and, because every act has
consequences, some acts result in misfortune not only for actors them-
selves, but for their kin and consociates. Wrong acts are manifested in the
future as misfortune. Whenever misfortune occurs, the Ata Tana 'Ai set
about to discover its origins and sources and seek, through ritual, to undo

1 See Lewis 1988 for a description of the social and ceremonial order of Tana Wai Brama.

*The field research on which this paper is based was conducted in the years 1977-1979,1980,
1982, 1983, 1984, and 1986-1987. Since 1977, my research in Tana 'Ai has received the
support of many institutions and organizations, including the Department of Anthropology,
Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian National University; the Wenner-Gren
Foundation for Anthropological Research, Inc.; the United States National Science Foun-
dation; and the Australian Research Grants Council. The sponsorship of Pusat Pembinaan
dan Pengembangan Bahasa and Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia in Jakarta has been
crucial to the conduct of the research reported here.
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and correct past acts which have had unfortunate consequences. The
discovery of the sources and origins of misfortune and the correction of
past acts which have resulted in misfortune are called kula kam.

In ordinary language, the Ata Tana Wai Brama (the 'people of Tana Wai
Brama') speak of breaches of hadat as dosa, a word borrowed from Malay,
meaning 'sin' or 'crime' (see Lewis 1988:226-267). But in ritual language
the Ata Tana Wai Brama speak of transgressions against hadat as halan
hulir, 'errors and forgettings'. Halan ('error, mistake, wrong'; 'trans-
gression') // hulir2 ('to forget, forgetting') form a semantic dyad in the ritual
language of the people of Tana Wai Brama. Thus it is said:

Halan pulu naha rudu 'The ten errors must be punished
Hulir lima naha tura The five forgettings must be rebuked.'

Illness is one of the results of 'errors and forgettings'.
The ultimate agency of illness is always:

Nian Tana di rudu 'Land-and-Earth who punishes
Lero Wulan di tura Sun-and-Moon who rebukes.'

While Nian Tana Lero Wulan, the deity, is the final cause of illness, it is
usually removed from the quotidian affairs of human beings. The more
immediate agency of illness is the retributive acts of nitu noang spirits, nitu
maten spirits, or, occasionally, guna déwa spirits. Nitu noang are the spirits
of the deep forests and are the guardians of the waters and the mountain
peaks of Tana 'Ai, which are areas of primary forest. The nitu noang are
associated with wild animals and, according to some Ata Tana 'Ai, are the
aboriginal inhabitants of the valley who were displaced to the inaccessible
forests and mountain peaks when the ancestors arrived in the Tana 'Ai
valley and created the valley's domains.

Nitu maten are the spirits of people who have recently died. In the time
between burial, the first of three rituals for the 'cooling' of the dead, and
the second of the mortuary rituals, nitu maten are thought to be disoriented
and confused about their place in the world and therefore potentially
dangerous to the living. These disconcerted spirits of the recently dead are
dangerously 'hot' and are banished from houses and gardens until com-
pletion of their second mortuary rites, by which they are 'cooled'. Whereas
nitu noang cause illness maliciously, nitu maten cause illness unintention-
ally and simply by communicating their 'heat' to any living person who
encounters them. Afterthe completion of their third mortuary ritals, nitu
maten become guna déwa and take up permanent residence in the forests
of the domains of Tana 'Ai. Guna déwa are essentially beneficent, but as
guardians of the boundaries between the wild, forested realms of Tana 'Ai
and the domestic realms of houses and gardens, they inflict illness and

2 I employ the convention of the members of the Eastern Indonesia Seminar of the Research
School of Pacific Studies, The Australian National University, and separate terms of
semantic dyads of ritual language by a doublé slash. Terms separated by a single slash
denote complementary categories in a system of symbolic classification.
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492 E.D. Lewis

misfortune on any of the living who transgress the boundaries without first
performing proper sacrifices.3

Whatever the agency of illness, and notwithstanding the role of the deity
and spirits in producing it, the proximate cause of suffering and ill health
is always some act of an individual, identified retrospectively, which
contravened hadat. Acts I have recorded in the course of research in Tana
Wai Brama since 1978 which have caused illness have included verbal
assault4, failure to conduct rituals (or failure to conduct rituals properly),
and failure to resolve disputes. The most common causes of illness in those
years were the misuse of water from springs and the feiling of trees in
forests which the Ata Tana 'Ai designate as tu'an ('[primary] forest') or
'ai tali ('trees and vines [mature forest]'), both of which are exclusively
domains of spirits.

2. The Art of Curing
Illness which remains uncured leads inevitably to death. However, just as
improper human acts result in illness, so too can human action, in the form
of curing rituals, alleviate suffering and restore to health persons afflicted
with disease. The knowledge and rites of curing are niru burat. Niru means
'to spit' and burat (buras) means 'chewed medicine'. But more is involved
in the art of curing than simply the expectoration of chewed medicine onto
the body of an ill person. The object of curing is to restore an ill person
to health by obtaining kula kara, a state in which previous wrongs or other
impediments to good health are redressed and remedied.

Curing consists of the rite of kula kara, by which the curing ritualist
traces the source and origin of an illness to some specific act or acts in a
person's past. In ordinary language, kula means 'to pour into', as rice is
poured into a kara, a basket for storage. But in its ritual sense, kula kara
is the desirable state which results from the reestablishment of balance and
the affirmation of the orderly relationship between humans and the world
of the spirits in accordance with hadat. Getting kula kara also requires the
expiation of transgressions against spirits or the ancestors that result in
misfortune for the living members of the community. Thus, in addition to
seeking the source of an illness, the ritual curer treating an ill person
prescribes an expiatory sacrifice called hu'er herin to complete the cure.
In effect, the hu'er herin sacrifice takes the place of some ritual which the
ill person failed to conduct in the past and by which the person could have
avoided illness since the infelicitous consequences of relations with spirits
can be avoided through the conduct of appropriate sacrifices.

While gardens cannot be cut from forests inhabited by guna déwa, the living can take
building materials such as bamboo and vines from the forests. Hunters can take animals
from the forests, and men and women can gather other forest products such as medicinal
herbs from them. However, a hunter or gatherer must perform a small sacrifice at the
boundary of the forest to gain the permission of the forest'sguna déwa for such activities.
Physical assault is rare in Tana Wai Brama.
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In the idiom of illness and curing, the quest for the origins of sickness is:
Tota kula paga kara 'To seek kula, to get kam.'

When the origin of an illness has been correctly identified, the curer is said
to have:

Toma ba 'a kula tion 'Found the true kula
Da'a ba'a kara bélan Located the correct kara.'

The means for seeking and getting kula kara is chanting in ritual language,
which is:

Kula wa kara War 'The kula's mouth [tongue, door,
direction], the Para's voice.'

When the illness has been cured and the sick person has recovered, it is
said:

Kula ba'a kara dadin 'The kula has been accomplished,
the kara brought into being.'

The sequence of events which make up a curing rite is simple. First, a
mo'an niru burat ('curér'; literally, 'man [who] spits chewed medicine') is
summoned to attend the sick person. The curer interrogates the sick person
to determine the nature of the illness and to identify it.

Second, in the presence of the ill person, the curer chants in ritual
language an invocation of the ancestral spirits (blupur geté, 'old big ones')
of the person's house and the spirits of the domain (guna déwa).5 The
invocation, which is called neni blupur geté, plawi guna déwa, 'appeal
(request) to the old big ones, entreaty (suppHcation) of the spirits of the
domain', includes an appeal to the guna déwa to go to Nian Tana Lero
Wulan, the deity of the Ata Tana 'Ai, to inquire what is causing the person's
illness and a suppHcation to relieve the person's suffering and to banish the
disease which is its cause.

Third, the curer receives the required diagnosis and learns the etiology
of the illness, either immediately while in the trance-like state of chanting6

or, later, in a dream.
Fourth, the curer chews areca nut, betel leaf (or fruit), and lime and

expectorates the juice of the areca onto that part of the patient's body
which is the locus of the illness. The recovery of the patiënt indicates the
'true' cause of the illness has been identified; failure of the cure necessitates
the repetition of the search for the origin and cause of the sickness.

Finally, the curer prescribes a sacrifice, to be made either by the ill
person or by someone else on the person's behalf, to expiate the trans-

The 'house' (lepo) is both a physical structure and a group of people related through women
to a founding ancestress. Guna déwa are spoken of as blupur geté when they are resident
in the lepo of their descendants.
While conducting a kula kara rite, ritualists commonly drink tuak, gin distilled from the
fermented juice of the lontar palm. The drink is said to:

Leku heli nora unen 'Create a space within
Ola heli nora nain Give a place for keeping',

thereby enabling the chanter to learn the diagnosis of the illness from the guna déwa spirits.
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gression or to correct the error which led to the illness. This rite is called
hu'er herin, 'to measure off the boundary', that is, 'to reestablish the
boundary' between illness and health, proper behavior and breach of
hadat, and between the living and the guna déwa spirits who, at the behest
of the deity, inflict illness. Hu'er herin is performed after the person
recovers and usually involves only a minor sacrifice of a chicken, a very
young pig, or a few hen's eggs.

The sequence of components of the curing rite is variable, depending
upon the severity of the illness and other contingencies, but all curing rites
I have recorded in Tana Wai Brama include al! of these elements, per-
formed more or less elaborately depending upon the exigencies of the
occasion.

3. Categories of Illness and Health
In Sara Tana 'Ai, the language of the people of Tana Wai Brama, illness
is blaran. The word blaran is formed from the root blara, which means 'ill'
or 'sick'. Three principal categories of illness are tebon blara ('illness of
the body'), ta'in blara ('illness of the stomach or intestines'), and alan blara
('illness of the head', that is, headache).7 The principal manifestation of
illness isgahu, the state of being 'heated' or 'hot'.8 Gahu, as a state of being,
is distinct from rou, which means 'hot (of temperature)' and '(thermal)
heat', and go'on, which means 'hot (of water)', 'hot (of chilies, pepper, and
spices)', and 'fever', although these categorical differences are sometimes
confused in ordinary speech as when, for example, a person suffering a
fever is said to be gahu rather than go 'on. In cases of such usage, a speaker
refers to the physical manifestation of that state of being as a fever (go'ori).
In ritual language, illness, as a state of being 'hot', is represented by the
semantic pair gahu // rou rather than by the single term blara or blaran.

In ritual language, blara and blaran are semantically apposed to beti,
'disease of the skin!. Thus, to be ill is to be in a state in which:

'Ulit réta na beti 'The skin rises up sick
'Ama réta na blara The husk rises up ill.'

Blaran, 'ill' or 'sick', as a category for a state of being, is opposed in Sara
Tana 'Ai to a converse category, blatan or, in ritual language, blatan //
bliran, 'cool' // 'fresh'. Blatan means 'cool', 'cold', and 'satisfied' (or 'sated',
as of the appetites) while bliran means 'fresh', 'refreshing'.

The categories represented dualistically in ritual language as gahu // rou
('heated' // 'hot') and blaran // beti ('ill' // 'skin disease') form classificatory
pairs with blatan // bliran. Both the complex gahu // rou I blatan // bliran,
and the complex blaran // beti I blatan // bliran, consist of appositional
metaphors in a larger system of classification which relates spirits / hu-

7 The category of physical illness is extended to emotions and disorders of the mind: 'waten
blara, for example, means 'jealous' or 'jealousy', 'suspicious' or 'suspicion', and 'angry' or
'anger', all of which are mental and emotional states to which attaches opprobrium.

8 Gahu also means 'strong (of drink)'.
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mans, wild / domestic, forest / garden (house), male / female, firma-
ment / earth, up / down, and other complementary categories. These
symbolic denotations of complementary categories animate not only dis-
course about illness and good health, but inform the fundamental classi-
fications of the culture of the Ata Tana 'Ai.9 An understanding of concep-
tions of illness and health among the Ata Tana 'Ai requires exploration of
the multiplex linkages of these metaphors, symbols, and categories.

The distinction between illness and good health is made in terms of the
same dualistic categories as those which order other aspects of Tana 'Ai
life. Thus, for example, uninitiated males are said to be in a 'heated' or 'hot'
igahü) state. After the initiation ritual of gareng 'lamen, initiates:

Pano ba'a horo tilu 'Now walk with clipped ears
Rema ba'a pata i'ur Now journey with pruned tails',

and have become 'cool'. Having become 'cool', initiated men can cohabit
with women and can father children. Horo tilu, 'clipping the ears', and pata
i'ur, 'pruning the tail', are operations performed on pigs to mark their
domestic status and ownership; in this couplet they are metaphors for
circumcision, the essential rite of gareng 'lamen.

The 'cooling' effect of the rite of curing is linked not only to the rite of
initiation, which is itself a 'cooling', but also to the rites of making a garden
from forested land and the rites of planting crops in the garden. Forest is
also said to be gahu before it is cut, burned, and fenced to make a garden.
Before the 'hot' land can be planted, it must be 'cooled' in ritual. The
association between the healthy coolness of the human body, the 'coolness'
of the garden as a prerequisite for its crops to yield fruit, and the 'cool'
fecundity of animals is explicit in the chants of curing. Indeed, in ritual
language there is a metaphorical equation of the categories 'ill' /'well',
'uninitiated' / 'initiated', and the 'infertility' / 'fertility' of gardens and
domesticated animals. Thus:

'Ulit réta na beti 'If the skin rises up sick
'Ama réta na blara If the husk rises up ill
Uma réta na ruka The garden will become ruka [that is,

an abandoned garden which is filled
with dry stalks]

Tua réta na meti The lontar palms will go dry
Widin 'le'é tawa taran The goats' horns will not grow
Wawi 'le'é létna niun The pigs' tusks will not lengthen.'

The implication of these couplets is that illness, the failure of gardens to
yield crops and lontar juice to flow, and the failure of goats and pigs to
mature are all manifestations of a single pathology and the result of a
single cause. That cause is the crossing of boundaries between the realm
of the spirits and that of human beings without first undertaking protective

9 See Lewis 1988 for discussions of the symbolic classifications of the culture of the Ata
Tana 'Ai.
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rituals. Such incursions into the domain of spirits are failures to observe
hadat and generate 'heat'. 'Heat' afflicts not only people, but their gardens
and livestock as well. Thus the curer chants:

Pano ba 'at wake pu 'an 'I journey to discover the source
Rema ba 'at réan wangun I travel to find the origin
Wi'it réta na blatan So the "self [body]" will be cool
Tebo réta na bliran And the body will be refreshed
Uma réta na ihin So the garden will yield
Tua réta na dolo And the lontar palms' juice will

flow
'Ewan widin di tawa taran So the goat will also be able to

grow its horns
'Ewan wawi di léma niun And the pig will also be able to

raise up its tusks.'
Classifications of illness and health are thus one element in a larger system
of categories which operates throughout Tana 'Ai life, a system which
integrates the well-being of humans, gardens, and animals.

4. Addressing Illness
In August 1979, Mo'an Sina Ipir Wai Brama, a senior ritual specialist of
Tana Wai Brama and a renowned curer, attended a kinswoman who was
ill with fever. Mo'an Sina performed a rite of curing, an element of which
was a chant in ritual language addressed to the illness afflicting the woman.
Because Mo'an Sina reveals the intentionality of his rite of curing, it is
worth citing a substantial text of his chant:

Niru burat klapur nawuk 'Spit chewed medicine to close the
wound

Niruwaliwi'in(tebon)botan Spit on the "self [body]" the
chewed medicine [that is, chewed
areca nut]

Wi'i réta na blatan The "self [body]" to rise up cool
4 Tebo réta na bliran The body to rise up refreshed

Gahu lopo tugun du'é "Heat" do not sit continuously
Rou lopo plegeng gera "Hotness" do not continue

standing
Gahu naha to 'é nan "Heat" must be put behind

8 Rou naha wina bawon "Hotness" must be banished
beyond the border [of the domain]

A'u na duen du'é I now place the boundary [which
the illness shall not cross]

A 'u na hoat gera I now erect the pollarded tree
trunk [as a boundary marker]

'Au lopa gawi duen You shall not cross the border
12 Bata lopa rage hoat Do not seek sustenance by forcing

open the gate of the boundary
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'Lo'a lopo kedo ukun
'Lo'a lopo bano baler
Kedo lopa lepo unen

16 Léma lopa woga wutun

A 'u neni poi
Bi'an ata deri lepo

Nimu ata gera woga

20 Huk nimu 'litin lepo

Nera nimu 'Ier woga

'Litin nimu lepo unen

'Ler nimu woga wutun
24 Neni poi

Wi'in réta na blatan
Plawi tebo réta na bliran

Huk nimu ru api

28 Huk nimu po wair

Api naha bara dadin

Wair naha noran totan
Huk lir a 'un mutu menik

32 Nudê a'un den dadin

Huk wi'i réta na blatan

Tebo réta na bliran
'Lo'a lopa huja 'lu'at

36 'Lo'a lopa babak waun

Kamang tuber ganu ué inan

Do not peten
Do not come back
Do not come back into the house
Do not return to the sitting
pavilion
I only request
The person [that is, the ancestors],
the one who sits guarding the
house
He [or she], the one who stands
watch in the pavilion
Think of him [her] who is the
foundation of the house
Consider him [her] who is the
base of the pavilion
He [she] who rests within the
house
He [she] who leans in the pavilion
[I] ask only
The "self [body]" to rise up cool
And request the body to rise up
refreshed
Think of him [her] who keeps the
house's fire burning
Consider him [her] who
replenishes the water bamboos of
the house
The hearth's fire must burn
constantly
Water must always be in the house
Think of the soot above the hearth
[of my house] from the fire's rising
And the dark patina which has
grown [on the hearth and its
utensils]
Think of the "self [body]" arising
cool
And the body arising refreshed
Do not curse us in the morning
Do not enshroud us in the
afternoon
That our "spirit" may be that of
our elder mothers
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Manar nimum ganu bao wolon And our "souls" may be [cool]
as the banyan tree and the
mountains

Blatan wair sina mitan Cool as the water of the "Black
Chinese"

40 Ro kabor bali bura. And the dew which drips from
the white coconut of Bali.'

There is no hint in this text that Sina's intention was to eliminate the 'heat'
of his client's illness. Rather, in his chant he describes a number of states
of being and conditions which he wishes to bring about by his ritual. First,
the main purpose of the ritual is to enable his patient's 'body to rise up
refreshed'. Here the concern is not merely with the body, but with the
patient's 'self', her wi'in, which has become 'heated' (lines 3-4).

Secondly, Sina instructs the 'heat' and 'hotness', the cause of the wo-
man's illness, to retreat within its proper domain, a domain delimited by
a boundary which Sina says he will set and mark with a pollarded tree
trunk. He further instructs the 'heat' not to recross that boundary and not
to reenter the woman's house (lines 5-16). To this end, Sina invokes the
woman's ancestors and asks them to stand watch at the barrier he erects
and to protect their descendant, the woman whom he is treating (lines
17-23).

In a curing rite he undertook on another occasion, Sina was more explicit
about the setting of boundaries and the location of heat's proper place. On
that occasion, he invoked the ancestors and asked them:

Ena 'eté kamang 'Perhaps now
Wi'i réta na blatan The "self [body]" will be cool
Tebon réta na bliran And the body will be

refreshed
Kama 'au 'odo na'i Perhaps you [the spirits] will

order the illness "placed"
'Odo na'i nora min Order the illness "placed" in

the forest
'Awi na'i nora alan Take it away and put it in the

dense bush
Tugu na 'i nora uma So that when we work our

gardens
Ola na 'i nora wanan And when we plant our crops
Kama uma réta na ihin The gardens may yield
Tua réta na dolo And the lontarpalms'juice will

flow
Kama wi'i réta na blatan As may the "self [body]" rise

up cool
Tebo réta na bliran And the body rise up refreshed
Widin naha tawa taran The goats must grow their

horns
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Wawi naha léma niun The pigs must lengthen their
tusks.'

Thus, heat belongs properly in the forest and the dense bush, the realm of
the spirits.

Thirdly, he asks again that the woman be relieved of her illness so that
she can continue providing fire and water for the house and its other
members. He refers obliquely to the age of the house and to its long history,
through which its roof and hearth have darkened from long exposure to
the fires of the hearth, itself a synecdoche for the house as a whole (lines
24-32).

Finally, he points out to the 'heat' that hotness is not the normal order
of things within the house, whose 'soul' is descended from founding
mothers who were themselves 'cool as the banyan tree and the mountains'
(lines 33-40).

The purpose of the curing rite is not the elimination of the 'heat' because,
just as gardens are cut from forest (and their crops derive ultimately from
forest) and domesticated sows mate with wild boars to produce the in-
crease of herds, 'heat' is the necessary complement of'coolness'. Both are
necessary. What the curer accomplishes is not the elimination of heat and
the conversion of his patiënt to coolness, but the reclassification of things
and persons which have become entangled in a confusion of bounded
domains. Thus, the 'heat' of illness is not eliminated, but only banished
from the domestic realm of the woman's house. It is removed from one
domain into which it has strayed and replaced in its proper domain. The
curing rite thus serves to correct a confusion of categories.

5. Words and Acts: A Minimal Theory of Tana 'Ai Ritual
Tn the thought of the Ata Tana 'Ai, human acts have as their consequences
in time necessary states of affairs in the future. Proper speech in ritual
language, in contrast, recounts the history of past events. More than simply
recounting history, ritual language allows a ritualist to reconstruct states
of affairs in the past. The logic which binds together word and act, oratory
and ostension10, is based on implicit assumptions about the nature of
causality and intention. In the thought of the Ata Tana 'Ai, that which is
past is not immutable, except that past actions and their consequences are
in accord with hadat.

Hadat is the classificatory order encoded in the parallelisms of ritual
language. Acts not in accord with hadat, the immanent order of the world,
lead to confoundings of categories with consequences detrimental both to
human beings and to the world itself. Such acts may be unintentional on
the part of individuals. Unintentional acts contrary to hadat are signaled
by their injurious consequences. Through the words of ritual language the
10 The distinction between oratorical and ostensible elements of ritual is drawn from Fox

(1979: 147-151) who characterizes Rotinese rituals as 'primarily acts of oration' whereas
Savunese rituals are 'primarily acts of ostension'.
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chain of causality, which begins with an act and engenders subsequent
events, can be reconstructed and understood, and the particular act which
has resulted in a specific consequence can be identified. The words — the
oratorical act — of the ritualist take him backward through the historical
chain of causally connected events initiated by a single act. As history is
the sequence of events inscribed on time, this movement takes the ritualist
backward through time itself. An act such as a hu er herin rite of expiation
and correction, within the frame of the kula kara ritual, is thus immune to
the normal constraints of time and causality within which both time and
causality are asymmetrically directional, and by which the future ineluc-
tably follows the past.

Such ritual acts, while undertaken in the present, generate consequences
in the past which, having been altered, then leads forward in time to
consequences not injurious to a person in the present. In a sense, the rite
of hu 'er herin takes place in the past because it has effect in the moment
of the present and, hence, in the future as well.

In October 1980, a woman of Watuwolon, one of the ceremonial centers
of Tana Wai Brama, feil ill as she and her house sisters began planning for
the season's planting of crops. Mo'an Koa, her husband, although not
himself an ata niru burat, undertook a kula kara ritual to identify the origins
of her illness. Mo'an Koa reasoned that, since her illness came upon her
near the time of planting, its cause might have to do with the opening and
preparation of her garden for sowing. He then inspected the boundaries of
the garden she was to plant but found nothing amiss. He returned to their
house and there chanted in ritual language to waképu'an réan wangun, to
'construct the origins, to discover the sources' of his wife's illness. It then
was revealed to him that, when she opened a previous garden a number
of years ago, she had inadvertently pad 'ai weta tali, 'cut trees and chopped
vines', in the forest of the guna déwa spirits which bordered her garden.
Mo'an Koa put this revelation to a test: he took three seeds of a castor-
oil plant and invoked his wife's ancestors to confirm that he had identified
his wife's 'errors and forgettings'. If his wife was ill for the reasons his
search for the origins and sources indicated, then the ancestors would
cause the seeds to explode when he placed them in the hearth of his house.
He placed the first of the seeds in the hearth and it exploded before he could
remove his hand. He then tried the two remaining seeds and they exploded
in the same way. He thereby confirmed he had discovered the cause of his
wife's illness and that he had gotten kula tion kara bélan, 'the true kula, the
correct kara'. Futhermore, a hu 'er herin rite was clearly indicated to effect
a cure.

For the hu 'er herin, Mo'an Koa went to his wife's old garden which, when
it was cut, had spilled from its proper boundaries and into the neighbouring
forest. The garden was now abandoned and overgrown with bush, but he
recovered a piece of wood left from the burning of the garden. This he took
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to the edge of the forest. There he broke an egg and placed the piece of
wood in the forest. By this rite, he demonstrated to the spirits of the forest
that he had:

Nubé 'ai holot tali 'Repaired the trees [forest], re-
joined the [severed] vines'.

When he returned home, he found his wife recovered from her illness.
In the oratory of Mo'an Sina and the ostensible acts of Mo'an Koa we

perceive an exploitation of the intimate interrelationship between word
and act in the ritual life of the Ata Tana 'Ai. The parallelisms of words in
ritual language encode the categories of a classification system to which
the ritualists of Tana 'Ai refer as hadat. Hadat determines the categories
of classification, but people, animals, and, in time, vegetation, and other
things move about in a phenomenal world demarcated by boundaries
inscribed in the landscape. Just a these movements take things across
boundaries, so too do things move between categories. These noumenal
movements occur both on their own and as the result of the activities of
human beings. Thus, plants of the forest spring up in gardens, people
construct houses of materials taken from the forest, and 'heat' leaks
entropically into realms that should be 'cool'.

Human acts in accord with hadat preserve boundaries, but humans also
act in ways which lead to confusions of boundaries. The aim of the ritualist
in Tana 'Ai is to act to maintain the divisions inherent in classification. The
ritual act of curing aims to reclassify a person who is 'heated' (ill) as a
person who is 'cool' (well, healthy). It is thus a single case of the more
general impulse of ritual to manipulate categories in order to bring about
intended consequences. All ritual in Tana 'Ai aims at recategorization.
This is fundamentally what kula kara and rites of 'cooling', which are
features of all rituals, accomplish, regardless of the particular kind of ritual
in which they are enacted. In a meaningful sense, all rituals in Tana 'Ai
are curing rituals: some cure the body, but all repair damaged categories
and boundaries.
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